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Abstract. VCMI is a new, open-source project that could become one of the
biggest testing platform for modern AI algorithms in the future. Its complex en-
vironment and turn-based gameplay make it a perfect system for any AI driven
solution. It also has a large community of active players which improves the testa-
bility of target algorithms. This paper explores VCMI’s environment and tries to
assess its complexity by providing a base solution for battle handling problem us-
ing two global optimization algorithms: Co-Evolution of Genetic Programming
Trees and TD(1) algorithm with Back Propagation neural network. Both algo-
rithms have been used in VCMI to evolve battle strategies through a fully au-
tonomous learning process. Finally, the obtained strategies have been been tested
against existing solutions and compared with players’ best tactics.
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1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence is used in many domains of everyday life. One of the most in-
teresting AI environments are computer games, where developers can use advanced AI
algorithms to implement intelligent computer opponents. Any player can challenge such
an opponent—this improves the knowledge base and assessment of the target solution.

Unfortunately, most open-source games, which are used as testing platforms for
modern AI algorithms, are known only to AI researchers and are not popular among
ordinary players. Few projects, like Civilization IV and Starcraft AI Competition, have
been introduced to fill that gap. Now, the VCMI project comes to that place as well.

VCMI (http://vcmi.eu) is an open source project aiming to recreate Heroes of
Might and Magic III game. HoMM3 has been a very successful release and is one of
the most popular strategic games ever. What differentiates VCMI from other similar
projects is huge knowledge base of best tactics and great number of active players,
putting it right next to Starcraft challenge. With its unique environmental model and
complex, turn-based gameplay, VCMI has the potential of becoming one of the most
interesting and challenging AI environments.



2 Related Work

This section presents a general description of machine learning algorithms used in AI
modules for strategic games. We mainly focus on reinforcement learning and evolu-
tionary algorithms because our preliminary solution for VCMI is based on them. Few
modern computational methods are briefly mentioned as well, as a part of research for
future improvements and application of other algorithms in the presented environment.

Reinforcement learning algorithms are widely used in computational intelligence.
They have been successfully applied to many AI environments, with additional con-
straints depending on complexity of defined model. Sutton’s and Barto’s paper [25]
contains a general description of reinforcement learning. The examples of standard RL
implementations can be found in [2], [20] and [5]. In [28] Wender applied Q Learning
and Sarsa algorithms, both with and without eligibility traces, to learn a city placement
task in Civilization IV game.

Introduced first in [4] and later used by Ekker to play 5x5 Go game in [12], TD(µ)
algorithm tries to separate changes caused by bad play from the changes caused by
bad evaluation function. The algorithm is based on TD(λ) presented by Sutton in [26].
Ekker used TD(µ) combined with Resilient Back Propagation neural network to play
Go with great effects.

Similar approach involving combination of different reinforcement learning algo-
rithms and neutral networks was used in Othello game [23]. Described in [27] Minimax
Q Learning is a modification of standard Q Learning algorithm which returns function
of state/action/action triples instead of approximating function of state/action pairs. In
this algorithm both actions of an agent and actions of its opponent are modeled. Another
example of Minimax Q Learning was presented in [18].

Two other, related algorithms are worth mentioning here. R-max [6] is model-based
reinforcement learning algorithm which can attain near-optimal average award in poly-
nomial time. AWESOME, introduced in [8], is an algorithm that plays optimally against
stationary opponents and converge to Nash equilibrium in finite number of steps.

Evolutionary algorithms are also widely used in the gaming AI. For player-opponent
environments with competing individuals like VCMI, a co-evolutionary approach is
usually employed. Co-Evolutionary algorithms have been well described in [29] and
their agent-based variants were described in [11, 10, 9]. In [21] competitive co-evolutio-
nary algorithm combined with different variants of Hall of Fame mechanism to evolve
computer bots for RobotWars game. In [16] Fitnessless Co-Evolution, a new competi-
tive co-evolutionary approach that lacks an explicit fitness function was introduced. It
was successfully used this algorithm in the AntWars game.

There have been many publications related to AI algorithms in games in the last
few years. Most of them focused on improving standard Reinforcement Learning and
evolutionary algorithms or combining them with other methods to obtain better results.
There were also introduced new algorithms like Fast Adaptive Learner (FAL) [13]—an
algorithm which is highly reactive to opponent’s strategy switches. There have been
also few interesting adaptations of known computational methods, like for example
swarm intelligence, into gaming environments. An example of such work would be an
application of Ant Colony Optimization in Lemmings game [15].



Recently, one of the most popular algorithms is Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)—
a method first used in Go and later applied with great effects to other AI environments.
In [24] an application of MCTS algorithm in 7 Wonders game was presented. In [22]
the algorithm has been used to solve traveling salesman problem. Some MCTS hybrid
solutions have been introduced as well. In [3] a promising MCTS-Minimax hybrid al-
gorithm was proposed. In [19] MCTS was combined with evolutionary techniques to
optimize algorithm’s performance. A complete study of MCTS methods can be found
in [7].

3 VCMI Game

VCMI, which mirrors HoMM3’s mechanics, is a strategic turn-based game that is fo-
cused on two major activities: developing player’s kingdom (macro organization) and
conducting battles (micro organization). This paper presents an implementation of Bat-
tle AI for VCMI. A short summary of battle mechanics will be presented now. A com-
plete game documentation can be found at [1].

Fig. 1: Example screenshot from VCMI battle

Battles are held on hexagonal grid (Fig. 1). Two opposing sides represent two com-
petitive game agents with armies composed of number of specific creature units. Each
creature has its own characteristics like attack, defense, speed and damage. The unit can
also possess some special abilities. Additionally, the hero commanding an army influ-
ences the current battle state, both directly and indirectly. From this perspective VCMI
battlefield resembles chess board with two players and opposing figures fighting each
other, in much richer environment of larger scope.

Detailed battle mechanics are based on inflicting damage upon opponent units. Dur-
ing each turn, each unit has few available actions to make: moving, attacking, waiting,
defending or using special ability if available. Both physical and magical actions can
potentially inflict damage on the battle creatures. The win condition is met when all
opponent units are killed.



4 Move Evaluation Function

One of the paper’s main motivations was implementing Battle AI that could imitate
human thinking process of conducting battle, especially concerning employment of ad-
vanced combat strategies. In order to achieve that, two additional assumptions had to be
made. First, it was decided that the AI engine should use domain-specific knowledge of
advanced tactics and important factors of the game. Second, instead of analyzing raw
battle data, all relevant information should be presented on a higher abstraction level,
based on human perception of the game environment.

Based on these assumptions an opponent model has been created. The model em-
ployed a greedy strategy, which could be summarized as follows: in each turn the player
is provided with a list of candidate actions and he chooses the most beneficial one ac-
cording to current evaluation function. The candidate actions are chosen from the whole
space of possible moves based on standard, known game tactics.

Usually, the evaluation function is used to assess the utility of current battle state.
However, this approach has been abandoned here because it requires assessment of
all battle data constituting the selected environment state, which is a non-trivial task.
Instead, is has been decided to use function analyzing actions only. In this approach
the function evaluates only action results represented as a list of observable changes in
the battle state, with few additional constraints. First, only relevant battle information is
provided. Second, representation of data is supported with specific domain knowledge
about game mechanics. Third, the list is short, elements atomic, relatively simple and
quickly computed.

Table 1: Estimated action results
% of player units in queue % of opponent units reaching damage inflicted*
% of player units reaching % of opponent units in range damage received*
% of player units in range % of protected shooters enemy retaliation taken
% of opponent units killed % of released shooters is waiting
% of opponent units in queue % of blocked shooters is dead
* computed using special formula

The list of all selected action results is presented in Table 1. The list has been chosen
arbitrarily, which means that it is prone to improvements and reselection under further
investigation.

5 Implemented Algorithms

The first algorithm used during learning phase was co-evolution of genetic program-
ming trees. The idea was to create initial population of solutions (function approxima-
tions) and evolve them. In order to do it a competitive co-evolutionary algorithm has
been implemented. Its pseudocode is shown in Alg. 1.



Algorithm 1 Genetic co-evolution (competitive)
Initialize population P
while end condition is not met do

EVALUATE(P) *(competitively)
parents← SELECT(P)
childs← RECOMBINE(parents)
childs←MUTATE(childs)
P← REPLACE(childs)

end while
Return best individual in P

The selected algorithm evaluated individuals on the basis of the number of battles
won against other individuals using two-way K-Random-Opponents selection method.
In this method every individual in the population is paired up with K opponents (other
than itself) picked at random with replacement. Fitness values of both individuals are
updated. In VCMI context pairing two individuals meant conducting one battle between
two heroes of equal armies controlled by selected AI strategies. No auxiliary memory
mechanism such as Hall-of-Fame has been used.

To represent population individuals strongly-typed genetic programming trees were
used. They were based on Koza’s canonical paper [17], with few additional constraints.
First, it has been assumed that GP Tree should recognize two basic data types: logical
Boolean and numeric floating point Double. All action results, in the form of high-level
battle observations mentioned earlier, have been added to the tree as terminal nodes
with appropriate types.

After that, a set of non-terminal function nodes has been added to the tree. All
functions were equivalents of mathematical and logical operators—not(), and(), or(),
i f (), add(), sub(), mul(), isEqual(), isGreater()—with appropriate arguments and re-
turn types. They are all very straightforward and do not require further clarification.

Finally, evolved GP trees (mathematical expressions representing obtained evalu-
ation functions) have been moved into VCMI battle engine. During the battle current
action results have been dynamically computed and submitted to the provided mathe-
matical expression, which returned the scalar utility value of currently evaluated action.

The second applied algorithm was temporal difference algorithm with back prop-
agation neural network. Standard implementation of RL algorithms in VCMI would
be very complicated due to a complexity of battle states representation. Usually, single
game state should contain information about the whole observable environment at the
certain time step. In our created opponent model only relevant action results have been
currently interpreted by the game engine. To meet these requirements a TD(1) algorithm
has been chosen.

TD(1) is a version of TD(λ) algorithm [25] with λ = 1. TD(1) is generally used for
all undiscounted tasks where the observed reward is distributed equally to all previous
states. This algorithm provides good generalization of Monte Carlo stochastic methods
to online and incremental environments. The pseudocode of its standard version has
been shown in Alg. 2.



In VCMI TD(1) algorithm has been customized to update function only when ob-
serving definite reward (after winning the battle). Updating function with each action
could be added only when implementing full states representation. No intermediate re-
wards have been used during learning phase, but they could be added in the future if
appropriate unit fitness function was provided.

Algorithm used ε-greedy policy for environmental exploration. Each strategy (move
evaluation function) has been represented by a neural network due to continuous state-
space of VCMI battle environment. The network has been learned using Back Propa-
gation algorithm. Related battle observations normalized to [0,1] range constituted for
network inputs. The network output returned an action utility value.

Algorithm 2 TD(1) Algorithm
Initialize function V(s)
γ—discount factor, α—learning rate
for all episodes do

s← initialstate
repeat

Use policy π to go to the next state s′

Observe reward r
δ← r +γV(s′)−V(s)
for all previous states s do

V(s)← V(s) +αδ

end for
s← s′

until f inalstate reached
end for

Regarding training opponents, two common approaches have been investigated.
First of them was learning from so called self-play. Two reinforcement learning agents
shared the same neural network updated with moves of the winning player. The second
approach involved providing specific computer opponent to learn from. For this purpose
a simple training AI has been implemented. The first approach will be referenced here
as TD Self-Play and the second one as TD Challanged.

6 Experiments and Results

6.1 Learning Environment

Learning environment has been set up to mirror testing environment (VCMI) with one
major difference: all random factors have been replaced with deterministic functions.
For both environments all spells and external bonuses have been disabled and the role
of commanding heroes maximally reduced.

All algorithms have been trained using one battle setup. Battle arena map designed
specifically for tournament battles was taken from official HoMM3 competition web-



site. The map included eight heroes from different towns with large and balanced armies—
perfect for matching opponent strategies. Four of these setups have been chosen. The
first of them (L—Fig. 2a) has been used throughout whole learning phase as training
data. The other three setups (T1, T2 and T3—Fig. 2b–2d) were additionally used during
testing phase to provide experimental variance.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2: Learning (a) and testing (b, c, d) setups

Two computer opponents have been implemented for testing algorithms in adapted
learning environment. The first of them was DummyAI, which was based on simple,
aggressive strategy. When current unit had some opponents in range, computer chose
one of them and attacked it. If there were no enemies in current unit range, computer
waited or moved towards random opponent unit if waiting was not possible. The sec-
ond computer bot, RandomAI, was implemented to test algorithms against completely
random player. Each algorithm played exactly one hundred games against both oppo-
nents in four possible setup configurations defined earlier, with half of the games played
normally and the other half played with switched sides.

Additionally, a ChallengableAI has been implemented as an auxiliary opponent to
be used during training phase of TD Challanged reinforcement learning algorithm.
It was a modification of DummyAI containing additional probabilistic parameter of
choosing completely random action. This allowed TD Challanged to win some initial
battles and learn. Otherwise algorithm would not be able to bootstrap from losing strat-
egy state. The probabilistic factor was initially set to 0.5 and gradually decreased to
zero over half of the number of games played.

6.2 Testing environment (VCMI)

The obtained strategies were then moved to VCMI game and tested against two original
AI modules: StupidAI and BattleAI.

StupidAI is basic implementation of combat algorithm. It makes decisions based
on maximizing difference between action payoff (inflicted damage) and action cost (re-
ceived damage). It is very simple algorithm, but proves to be effective against non-
experienced human opponents. StupidAI is used in VCMI as a standard battle algo-
rithm, due to its clarity and reliability. BattleAI improves all-around performance of
StupidAI. It provides better units placement and adds other functionalities like spell
handling and management of creatures special abilities. It evaluates the utility of the



current move based on complex predefined criteria. BattleAI module is still developed
and adjusted by VCMI team according to players’ best tactics.

No standard benchmarks have been used for presented solutions. This is because a
new environment required a new kind of benchmark set up. For this purpose a baseline
configuration has been used with arbitrary number of games to provide a foundation for
universal testing platform in the future.

6.3 Algorithms Configuration

The GP Co-Evolution has been implemented with the use of ECJ library (http://
cs.gmu.edu/~eclab/projects/ecj/). The following parameters have been set for
the algorithm. Trees were created using ramped half-and-half method with maximum
height of 6. Individuals have been evaluated with K-Random two-way algorithm of size
6. Single elimination tournament has also been tested, but did not yield satisfactory
results. Standard reproduction and crossover ECJ pipelines were used with probability
of 0.9 and 0.1 respectively. For node selection probability terminals have been given the
value of 0.1 and non-terminals of 0.9.

The best co-evolutionary strategy emerged after 308 generations from initial popu-
lation of 1000 individuals. That makes almost one million games played during algo-
rithm’s evaluation phase. Algorithm ran for 32 hours on a standard desktop machine
with two-core processor. For providing algorithm variance another strategy has been
evolved from smaller population of 600 individuals. After 223 generations, it turned
out to be less effective than the original one in all battle setups except for T3, where it
showed some improvement.

The following parameters have been set for TD(1) algorithm. Its policy epsilon
value has been set initially to 0.3 for TD Challenged and 0.5 for TD Self-Play. It has
been linearly decreased with every episode until reaching 0. Both lambda and discount
factors have been set to 1.0. Move evaluation function has been represented by neural
network with 15 input neurons, 4 hidden layers with 60 inputs each and single output
neuron. The number of hidden layers and their neurons have been chosen arbitrarily
based on multiple experiments. Also, it has been observed that less than 4 hidden layers
resulted in deteriorated learning process. BP learning rate has been set to 0.01 for TD
Challenged and 0.001 for TD Self-Play. Momentum has been set to 0.9.

TD Challenged ran for 10000 and TD Self-Play for 100000 episodes. Learning rates
of both TD algorithms have been set to 1, because of already defined BP learning rates.

6.4 Results

Reinforcement learning algorithms obtained more than satisfactory results, given the
nature and complexity of defined problem. Learning from basic stationary opponent
yielded very good results against known opponent in learning environment. Also, the
algorithm retained its efficiency against other functional agent on similar level (Stup-
idAI). That allows to assume that, when provided with appropriate opponent and larger
training data, algorithm would be able to successfully learn more advanced and efficient
strategies.



TD Self-Play obtained good generalization of evaluation function, achieving even
better results than TD Challenged in universal environment. However, unlike the TD
Challenged, there is no guarantee that TD Self-Play would perform better in different
learning conditions due to known temporal difference limitations of learning from self-
play, explained in multiple publications.

GP Co-Evolution turned out to be a very efficient solution. It performed much better
than both reinforcement learning algorithms and managed to outplay even the most
demanding opponents in complex, non-deterministic VCMI environment.

Also, a few human involving battles were played against the algorithms in order to
observe their behaviors exhibited during the battle. It has been observed that GP Co-
Evolution employed some advanced combat strategies like unit positioning, blocking
tactics, waiting and attacking. The RL algorithms pursued more simple, greedy strate-
gies, though still effective against basic opponents.

Table 2: A number of games won against DummyAI and RandomAI in learning envi-
ronment. 100 games have been played in each setup

vs DummyAI vs RandomAI
Algorithm L T1 T2 T3 L T1 T2 T3

GP Co-Evolution 100 100 100 57 100 100 100 98
TD Challenged 100 0 100 100 97 68 99 61
TD Self-Play 53 0 45 100 96 70 100 82

Table 3: A number of games won against StupidAI and BattleAI in VCMI game envi-
ronment. 100 games have been played in each setup

vs StupidAI vs BattleAI
Algorithm L T1 T2 T3 L T1 T2 T3

GP Co-Evolution 100 97 100 63 99 96 91 41
TD Challenged 82 56 94 4 6 2 0 0
TD Self-Play 81 48 96 23 19 13 0 0

The detailed test results are presented in Table 2 and 3. It can be concluded that the
deteriorated algorithms performance in T1 and T3 setups can be attributed to unknown
test environment with creature-specific contributing factors. The decreased efficiency in
VCMI, especially against the BattleAI, is believed to be a result of high complexity of
the opponent and the random factors in the game.

7 Further Improvements

There are several ways in which performance of applied solutions could be improved.
The most natural improvement would require increasing the size of candidate actions



list, returned by enclosing AI functional entity. If the opponent model learn how to
properly analyze candidate moves, it could be safely assumed that the final performance
of the algorithm would mainly depend on the number of presented move options.

One prototype of such solution has been implemented, where algorithm addition-
ally evaluated all available attack positions. That alteration increased GP Co-Evolution
performance in T3 setup by 12%, which is a very good result. With more computa-
tional resources, even whole candidate moves space could be analyzed. The alternative
would be to include auxiliary local search methods to optimize suggestions of possible
moves [14].

Another enhancement concept involves providing larger training data. Original al-
gorithms have been trained with only one army setup due to required time constraints of
learning phase. However, with more advanced computational node or cluster of nodes,
algorithm could be trained with many possible army setups instead of only one. That
could be very beneficial to final results of the algorithm. Some other specific RL related
improvements could be recommended as well.

First, TD Challenged algorithm could be trained against more demanding, intelli-
gent opponent. Second, neural network parameters could be obtained using evolution-
ary genetic algorithm, which is a common practice. Also, some other types of neural
networks could be applied. Finally, intermediate RL rewards could be introduced to
improve convergence of TD algorithms.

Also, some advanced learning mechanism could be used to obtain a generic unit
fitness function returning a scalar value of current unit’s strength. An accurate estima-
tion of such function would provide additional information about analyzed actions and
thus improve the algorithm’s knowledge about the game environment. The fitness func-
tion would also facilitate battle states representation and it could be used with other AI
modules like spell casting in order to optimize effects of the chosen strategy.

8 Summary and Conclusions

VCMI is a very interesting project. It provides a complex, demanding environment that
can be analyzed by AI algorithms. Its turn-based gameplay with clear and structured
rules is perfect for employing advanced solutions requiring more computational time.
With its huge knowledge base, active players community and easily extensible archi-
tecture, VCMI becomes a perfect platform for testing AI solutions.

Conducted experiments showed potential benefits resulting from implementing global
optimization algorithms in turn-based strategic games. The similar solutions can be used
in all systems and decision engines that are based on environmental data and require be-
havior optimization. The efficiency of optimization algorithms will depend mostly on
target system’s complexity and defined environment model. System complexity can be
simplified by the proper definition and reduction of the original problem. Environmen-
tal model should be supported with domain-specific knowledge and higher abstraction
layer of analyzed data.

This paper provides an universal evaluation platform for future algorithms and can
be treated as a starting point for further research. Such research should include analy-
sis of all proposed improvements and assessment of other, innovative, state-of-the-art



learning mechanisms in VCMI environment, with emphasis put on providing complete
solution for the whole scope of battle AI. It is believed that further research on related
issues will lead in future to significant development of artificial intelligence in complex
strategic games and other similar systems.
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